We would like you to research and investigate an aspect of French culture from the following
list. Your project can be presented either as a Powerpoint presentation, handwritten or as a
Word document. Use a dictionary or www.wordreference.com to find key words in French.
Choose something you are interested in! Complete one project per week.
Easter in France – does the Easter bunny visit children in France? Find out about Easter
traditions and compare them to our own celebrations. Design an Easter egg and label
the colours in French! Find 10 key words in French to do with Easter and Spring, and
find or draw a picture for each one.
French food – how many types of French food do you know? Find a simple recipe in
French and see if you can translate it into English. Try cooking it at home and take a
photo!

Paris – what do you know about France’s beautiful capital? Find out about some of
the landmarks and history of Paris. When and why was the Eiffel Tower built? What is
the Sacré-Coeur? What can you tell us about the Palace of Versailles, just outside
Paris? Have you ever visited Paris, or would you like to visit in the future?

Find out about a famous French-speaking person and produce a fact file about
them. This could be a sportsperson, an actor / actress, a singer, a politician, a
chef – whoever you like! Write an imaginary interview with them in French, using
the questions you have learned in lessons.

Research your favourite sports and find out about French teams, events or
sportspeople. Cycling, football and rugby are very popular sports in France!

Free choice - if there is something you are particularly interested in, find out about it
in French! How about French fashion or artists such as Monet or Cézanne?

